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"An indispensable source."
-JOHN KEEGAN, Literary Review

Recommended to students as much as to the
general reader...A valuable and sometimes innovative synthesis."

—C.A. BAYLY, Times Higher Education Supplement

Among the most readable and astute
examinations of British imperial history
ever written." —ROBERT COLE, author of

Britain and the War of Words in Neutral Europe, / 939-45

A vividly readable history of the me spread and
disappearance of the British imperium since 1765."

—WALTER NUGENT, Professor of History, Univ. of Notre Dame
and author of Crossings:The Great Transatlantic Migrations, 1870-1914

From 1765 to the
present day, Empire is a
definitive account of the
British imperial
experience and its
impact on both the
rulers and the ruled,
offering a wide-ranging,
detailed analysis
encompassing social,
political, and
psychological factors.
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